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Defensive driving quiz 4 answers

Texas Defense Driving Safety Course Test, Quiz - Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit 3, Unit 4, Unit 5, Unit 6, Unit 7, Unit 8 Questions and Answers Question: If the approaching driver refuses to switch his high beams to a low one, you should
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
switch to the driving beam and blind the other driver B.) find the white line marker and use it to help you c.) flick your light as quickly as possible until the other driver passes D.) find the yellow bar marker and use it to help you Get the right answer to find the white line marker and use it to help you Question: To avoid accidents, the protection manager should: ➜ To avoid accidents the protection driver should answer A.) Stay alert and look for trouble spots developing around him B.) Signal
only if corresponding to other traffic C.) Insist on his right way D.) Ignore driving others Get a Correct ANSWER Stay alert and look for trouble spots evolving around him Wondering: Why should you drive slower at night? ➜ why you should drive slower at night in Texas.) There are more careless drivers on the road at night B.) You are more suited to get sleepy C.) There is more traffic on the roads D.) The distance that you can see ahead is less Get the Right Answer Distance, which you
can see ahead is less of a question: 2. Why should you drive slower at night? A.) Stopping distances decrease when driving at night. B.) The distance you can see forward is less than during the day. C.) Roads tend to be slippery at night. D.) This is required by law, especially in urban areas. Get the Right Answer The distance you can see ahead is less of a question: Headlights are on: ➜ Headlights are turned on in Texas ➜ Headlights are turned on answer A.) 30 minutes before sunset
B.) Only after it becomes completely dark C.) Sunset D.) 30 minutes after sunset Get the correct ANSWER 30 minutes after sunset Question: Lighting on your car must be locked into your day or night when the person or vehicles are not clearly visible: ➜ Lighting your vehicle is turned on at any time of the day or night when persons and vehicles are not clearly visible: A.) 250 feet B.) 300 ft C.) 300 m D.) 1,500 feet Get The Correct ANSWER 1,000 feet Question: At night, the driver should
dim his headlights when the vehicle goes to another vehicle coming in: A.) 400 ft B.) 200 feet C.) 100 feet D.) 500 feet Get The Right Answer 500 feet Question: When you drive in the fog, you can see better: ➜ When you drive in the fog you can see better through ➜ When you drive in the fog you can see better in Texas.) Switching beams often B.) Using parking lamp C.) Using the upper beam D of headlights. Using headlight light Get the correct answer Using the lower beams of
headlights Question: If blinded by an oncoming motor vehicle at night, it is ➜ If blinded by motor vehicle at night best in Texas.) Leave your light on the bright to compensate for reflection B.) Stop C.) Dim the light and continue at the same speed D.) Slow down and avoid looking directly from approaching vehicle lights Get proper RESPONSE Slow down and avoid looking directly at the lights approaching the vehicle Question: On multi-lane highways slow drivers should drive: ➜ On multi-
lane highways slow drivers should drive the answer A.) In the left bar, B.) Middle band C.) In any band other slow drivers can use D.) On the right side of the lane Get Correct ANSWER Right lane Question: 2. On multiple lane highways slow drivers should drive: ➜ On multiple lane highways slow drivers should drive texas.) Right bar. B.) In the left bar. C.) The hazard lights flash. D.) In the middle of the lane. Get the correct answer in the right bar. Question: When making a long journey,
you should stop to relax: ➜ making a long road trip you should stop relaxing every A.) Do not stop until you melt to destination B.) Only when you stop meals and gasoline C.) About four hours or two hundred miles D.) About every two hours or a hundred miles Get the Right Answer About Every Two Hours or One Hundred Miles Question: 2. When making a long trip, you should stop relaxing: ➜ During a long trip you should stop relaxing as often as A.) About every two hours or a hundred
miles B.) Approximately every four hours or 200 miles C.) Only when you stop meals and gas D.) Quickly to reduce the time off the highway Get the Right Answer About every two hours or a hundred miles in the state of Texas Defense Driving Safety Course modules for final exam questions and answers Original: Question: 3. When making a long trip, you should stop relaxing: ➜ Making a long trip you should stop relaxing in Texas.) approximately every two hours B.) approximately every
four hours or 200 miles C.) only when you stop meals and gas D.) quick to reduce time off the highway Get the Right Answer for every two hours Question: If you get sleepy while driving it's best to: ➜ If you get sleepy driving, the best thing about Texas ➜ If you become sleepy while driving it's best for A.) Fresh air openings B.) Take anti-sleeping pills C.) Stop at the next city for a cup of coffee D.) Stop, get out, and walk around Get the Right Answer Stop, get out, and walk around
Wondering: How can you determine if you didn't look far enough ahead when you drive? ➜ How can you assess whether you are not looking far enough ahead when driving? A.) You can never find a street where you are to turn on. B.) You have to make frequent, quick stops. C.) 3-5 seconds of visual lead is not enough. Insufficient. You find yourself distracted by other drivers. Get the right answer, you need to make frequent, quick stops. If you make frequent, quick stops or if you often find
yourself boxed in a slow moving lane. Question: If the rear view mirror is set to the night setting, it can interfere with your to_________. ➜ your rear view mirror is set to night setting, it may hamper your ability to _________. ➜ the rear view mirror is set to the night setting this may interfere with your ability to fill A.) distance behind you B.) check objects on the right rear quarter C.) check your blind spot d.) Recover from glare on the back Get Correct ANSWER judge traffic distance behind
you Question: Make sure you have the maximum view of traffic behind your vehicle by adjusting your ___________ mirror. A.) (See rearview B.) Left side view C.) Right side view D.) Visor Get the correct answer The rearview question: You must use your vehicle headlights at any time from __________ before sunset or sunrise, and at any other time when your visibility is less than ______________ ➜ from empty to empty A, the headlights of your vehicle must be used at any time from
empty to empty A.) 1 hour, 1000 ft B.) 30 minutes, 300 feet C.) 1 hour, 150 feet D.) 30 minutes, 500 feet Get Correct ANSWER 30 minutes, 500 feet Question: If you don't ____________ always ride with your low light headlights on. A.) signal lamp signals B.) fog lamps C.) daytime running lights D.) rear view lights Get Correct ANSWER daytime running lights Question: When you see a sign that says LOOSE gravel you should: A.) Turn fast B.) Apply your breaks quickly C.) Speed up D.)
Slow Down Get The Right Answer Slow down hint: the road surface is covered with loose gravel. Go slow enough to keep full control of your vehicle. Do not apply the brakes suddenly or kick sharp turns. Question: In wintertime, you could see a sign that says WATCH ________________ ON BRIDGE. A.) Snow B.) Ice C.) Plough D.) Stop sign to get the right answer ice hint: warn of a dangerous condition on the bridge caused by ice. This sign will be displayed continuously during the
winter. Drivers must slow down and avoid brake application when ice conditions exist. Question: How many seconds ahead should you watch when driving on a freeway? ANS: 10 seconds Question: Always look __ to ___ seconds before your vehicle. ANS: 10-15 Question: Should you signal at least _____________ seconds before turning? ➜ you should check out at least ___________ seconds before your car. ANS: 10 to 15 seconds Question: You should signal at least ___________
before turning. ANS: 100 Ft Question: Before going down Hill, You Should ANS: Move to Lower Gear Matter: When you drive downhill, gravity will cause you to go faster and ________ your stopping distance. You may need to switch to the _____ tool or apply the application evenly ______ to slow down at a safe speed and control your vehicle. ANS: Increase, Lower, Breaks Wondering: When you drive uphill, gravity force is working _______ you slow you down, and you may need
__________ or change to the _____ tool to maintain your speed. ANS: against, accelerate, lower matter: To keep the vehicle in a row without allowing centrifugal force to pull out the car, you should __________ before the curve, brake gently and gradually while turning, and _________ (manual transmission). ANS: deceleration, downward question: what is the purpose of the exhaust emission system and when does it first required ANS: prevents air pollution in 1968 Question: When is
hydrogliding taking place? A.) For older vehicles, only B.) If one or more tyres lose contact with the road surface C.) Only at night D.) On wet dirt roads get the right answer If one or more of your tires lose contact with the road surface Page 2 Insurance premiums fluctuate widely around the country because factors such as rural and city drivers, percentages of uninsured drivers, local cost of living and dangerous weather conditions. For a closer look at state-by-state insurance costs,
InsuranceQuotes.com just issued a report that measures average premiums using information from major insurance carriers in each state. It also created an average driver: someone who is employed and who runs a 2012 sedan, has a bachelor's degree, an excellent credit score and no loss of insurance coverage. Prized: #5 Louisiana Insurance Premiums for drivers living in Bayou State is 33 percent above the state average. Much of Louisiana is rural, which means lower crime rates,
fewer cars, fewer congestion and fewer accidents. But Mike Barry, a spokesman for the nonprofit Insurance Information Institute, pointed out that the state ranks high when it comes to natural disasters, such as hurricanes, which can damage vehicles with floods, falling trees or debris thrown by high winds. Prized: #4 Delaware Delaware residents have auto insurance premiums that pay 41 percent above the state average. CarInsurance.com states that he has low liability requirements for
personal, personal injury and property damage insurance. It is also near the bottom of the national list when it comes to auto thefts around the country. But Delaware has a relatively dense population. It is also in close proximity to the two worst cities in the nation when it comes to auto crash rates: Washington, D.C, and Baltimore, Maryland – which could also be a factor. Prized: #3 New York The Empire State auto insurance premium rates are 42 percent above the national average. Metro
New York City region has some of the highest population density in the nation, so it's not surprising it's also rates of auto theft and collision. Residents of New_York The borough of Brooklyn has the second highest auto insurance premiums in the nation (Detroit is the first). In fact, residents of one particular Brooklyn Zip code pay 151 percent more than the average premium payment elsewhere in the country. But some other factors may be in play. Insurance Information Institute Mike Barry
said Metro New York is still dealing with the consequences of Superstorm Sandy in 2012, and claims for flooded vehicles could still affect prices today. Prized: #2 Rhode Island It may be the smallest in the country, but Rhode Island has some of the largest auto insurance premium costs in the nation. They are 45 percent higher than the national average. The national capital of Providence is one of the top cities in the nation when it comes to car collision rates. And about 15 percent of cars
on Rhode Island roads are uninsured, driving rates for people who have insurance. Prizey: #1 Michigan What's with Michigan? The average annual cost of auto insurance policies in the country is astounding 136 percent above the national average. According InsuranceQuotes.com, several factors are involved. Michigan is the only state where auto insurance includes unlimited lifetime injury protection, so that's the main reason why auto insurance is so expensive in Michigan, Laura
Adams, the company's senior analyst, said in a press release. Since younger people are injured more often in car accidents than older drivers, the cost of covering a lifetime of medical expenses could easily climb into the million-dollar range, added Lori Conarton, communications director at the Insurance Institute of Michigan. Another issue is the unusually large number of Michigan drivers without insurance. InsuranceQuotes.com said that some estimates say about half of Wayne County
drivers, where Detroit is based, do not have auto insurance. Not surprisingly, then, that coverage in Wayne County costs 45 percent more than Michigan's statewide average. The cheapest: #5 Wisconsin Being a predominantly rural state means less cars and less traffic, and this has helped Wisconsin keep its auto insurance costs 28 percent below the state average. While the rates in the state's largest city, Milwaukee, are the state's most expensive and nearly double what most
Wisconsin drivers pay, the state capital of Madison is one of the best cities in the country when it comes to low car collision rates. The cheapest: #4 Maine Maine is relatively small and mostly rural residents allow auto insurers to keep costs 33 percent below the state average We have few large urban areas so we have lower general traffic problems and we don't hail or hurricane Jeffrey McDonnell, president of Maine. The Insurance Agents Association, recently Insure.com. McDonnell also
noted that Maine has one of the highest rates usa, so we have more people sharing the risk. Maine was recently listed as the cheapest position when it came to clouding 2015 editions of the top 20 best-selling vehicles. The state also has one of the lowest motor vehicle theft rates in the U.S. The cheapest: #3 Ohio Being a semi-rural state is just one factor that has helped keep Ohio auto insurance rates 33 percent below the national average. But intense competition between national
insurance companies is definitely another. Insure.com, citing state data, says more than 670 auto insurance carriers do business in the state, which is second only to Illinois. Ohio remains a strong advocate for its citizens and has a strong insurance department that remains at the forefront as times change, Jeannine Giesler, president of the Professional Independent Agents Association of Ohio, told the website. It is possible to get the rates from independent agents that are very
competitive. The cheapest #2: Idaho With its auto insurance rates 37 percent below the national average, Idaho is the cheapest car insurance in the Western U.S. A recent Insure.com study said that the average premium in Idaho is about half of what a driver would pay in Montana and several hundred dollars lower than the average rate in Oregon. Being a predominantly rural country, of course, keeps fixing its auto insurance rates. However, Insure.com also noted that only about 7 percent
of Idaho drivers are unsusausable, compared to a national average of about 13 percent. The cheapest: #1 North Carolina Leading the list of the cheapest auto insurance in the nation, North Carolina has a premium cost of 41 percent below the national average. The tar heel state has some obvious advantages. As InsuranceQuotes.com points out, it is mostly rural. But as the North Carolina Insurance Commissioner says on the State Department of Insurance website, the state also sets a
cap on car insurance rates, and insurance companies compete by offering discounts under the prescribed cap. In fact, competition to sell insurance for the lowest car premiums is intense. According to InsuranceQuotes, North Carolina insurers offer more than 2,000 different types of auto insurance discounts, an uncharacteristically high number. Source: Also Check out the information below. The ideal driving record may not lower your car's insurance rates. How Driving Record Affects Car
Insurance Premium Premium Premium Premium
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